Battle Memorial Hall
81 High Street Battle East Sussex TN33 0AQ 01424 772044
Email battlememorialhall@outlook.com Charity No 305165
Management Committee meeting – Monday 28th February 2022

Committee members present:
Mike Clarke (MC), Peter Mills (PM), Shirley Lewis (SL), Gary Dunk (GD), Simon Alexander (SA),
Peter Sherwood (PS), Jill Gyngell (JG), Robert Emeleus (RE), Margaret Emeleus (ME), and Rob
Gee (RG).
1 Apologies for absence: Marilyn Waughman (MW), Brian Grainger (BG) and Margaret Mills (MM)
2 Disclosure of Interest - None
3 To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 24th January 2022. The minutes had been
circulated and were signed as a true record.
4 Matters arising from previous meetings
Other than those on the agenda there were no matters arising from recent meetings. However,
reverting to the Government requirements regarding measures to combat Covid 19, and following
the recent easing of restrictions, NHS Test and Trace have cancelled all related arrangements such
as scanning the QR code. The Committee reviewed other aspects of the current Hall safeguarding
regime and agreed that the fogging machine should continue to be deployed a couple of times each
week. Hand washing signs and dispensers should remain in place. Although mask wearing is no
longer compulsory signs should remain in place for the time being as a prompt to remind people to
consider this.
5 Financial Report
PM had circulated the attached management accounts. In the light of the satisfactory bank balances
MC had subsequently transferred £2,500 from the current to the savings account. The improved
picture had resulted primarily from the receipt of the Omicron Hospitality grant; a generous donation
from the Arts Group relating to the sale of their calendars; the Hall Manager’s efforts keeping
payments from hirers up to date and good income from recent film nights. However, as reported to
the previous meeting, expenditure is likely to exceed income for the remainder of the financial year.
MC wished to record thanks to PS for the Arts Group donation.
MC reported that HSBC is now charging for its services including a monthly payment of £5 just to
hold the account plus charges for cheques and cash paid in. It was accepted that there was little
alternative in terms of changing accounts but that, wherever possible, payments to the Hall should
be made other than in cash. This already applies to most hirers and GD will consider what can be
done for film nights.
6 Pension Regulator
For the record PM reported compliance with the legal requirement to confirm to the Regulator that
those in a pension scheme had been re-enrolled.
7 Repairs and maintenance

The two items of significance had been repairs to the main hall floor and MC’s completion of work to
the kitchen cupboards for which he was thanked. He has also attended to the damaged handles on
the Wynne room store cupboard. The recent storm had damaged the fence along the emergency
exit. The panels have survived but new posts will be required.
8 Bookings
PM reported on the two items mentioned at the previous meeting. Although it might have been
possible to locate the Blood Transfusion Service vehicles on the Abbey Green, the Service had
concluded that parking for donors would be a challenge and had therefore chosen another location.
The enquiry about use of the Hall for the Parish Assembly had simply been an assessment of
options and Battle and Langton School has now been chosen as the preferred location in the hope
that it might attract more interest from a wider audience including parents.
Otherwise, the regular bookings continue. Recent enquiries from Performing Arts Groups about use
of the Hall for rehearsals had been a positive sign of the awareness of the Hall for such activities.
9 Film Nights
Attendance at the most recent couple of films had been disappointing, though one coincided with
very stormy weather. However, GD was optimistic about greater interest in the next sequence which
includes West Side Story and Mothering Sunday in March and Belfast in April. GD will pursue
further opportunities for promotion including the Rother “My Alerts”.
10 Any other business
MC said that he, and the Hall Manager, will undertake the necessary training to allow them to
become the Hall Premises licence supervisor.
MC also mentioned an enquiry from the lighting designer for the next BatTS show about the weight
bearing capacity for the lighting equipment. As this will have been a recurring issue for BatTS the
enquiry had been referred back to them but it was accepted that such information needs to be held
by the Hall as the responsible body for hiring the facility.
11 Date of next meeting – 28th March 2022.

